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Abstract: The linear thresholds of ionic turbulence are numerically calculated for the

Tokamaks JET and TORE SUPRA. It is proved that the stability domain at TH>0 is

determined by trapped ion modes and is characterized by rii>l and a threshold Lji/R of

order (0.2*0.3)/(l+Tj/Te). The latter value is significantly smaller than what has been

previously predicted. Experimental temperature profiles in heated discharges are usually

marginal with respect to this critérium. It is also shown that the eigenmodes are low

frequency, low wavenumber ballooned modes, which may produce a very large transport

once the threshold ion temperature gradient is reached.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among all the mechanisms usually quoted to explain anomalous energy transport in

tokamak plasmas, the ionic turbulence has given rise to a large amount of experimental and

theoretical work. This kind of turbulence has been investigated recently in several tokamak

devices 1^ by using basically two techniques. The turbulent spectrum can be directly

measured by laser coherent scattering. The expected signature of ion turbulence is a

propagation in the ion diamagnetic drift direction, as predicted by theory. Such a feature has

been evidenced in TEXT7 and JIPP-T2 8. However, the spectrum interpretation remains

somewhat ambiguous due to the lack of spatial resolution in some cases and to possible

Doppler shift induced by a radial electric field. An other way of investigating indirectly ion

turbulence is to evaluate the anomaly of ion heat diffusivity. Ion transport larger than the

neoclassical value is observed in many tokamaks, even in ohmic phase where it is often

considered as the cause of the confinement time at high density. In medium scale devices this

anomaly can be reduced by peaking the density1'3. This correlation between strong density

gradients and confinement improvements have suggested the stabilization of an ionic

turbulence, characterized by a threshold T|i=d(Log Tj)/d(Log nj)=l-i-2. However, the density

profiles are generally flat in large devices without any dramatic behaviour of the ion heat

diffusivity. This feature supports models which exhibit a critical value Lfi/R of the ion

thermal gradient length normalized to the major radius rather than a r\i value.

There exists a large littérature about ion turbulence in the linear9'16 or non linear

regime17'20. However, the situation is not really satisfactory. First, it has been pointed

out ' ' that the linear thresholds which are commonly admitted and correspond to

LTÏ/R » 0.3, can be largely exceeded in discharges without any strong enhancement of the

ion heat transport. Values as low as LiVR=O. 1 has been observed in JET 4 and DIÏÏ-D 6.

Secondly the quasi-linear estimates of the ion heat flux are far in excess of the experimental

values4-5. Some more work is then necessary, even in the frame of linear theory. It should

be pointed out that linear theory is important for ionic turbulence for two reasons. In contrast

with electron turbulence, ion turbulence is not always observed so that the knowledge of

linear thresholds is important. Moreover since quasilinear heat fluxes are very large, ion

temperature gradient may be determined by marginal stability consideration.

The aim of this paper is to revisit the linear theory of ionic turbulence in tokamaks and

to provide a precise numerical evaluation of its stability threshold by using the code

TORRID . Two major results are presented: first, the most dangerous modes are large scale

and ballooned instabilities driven by trapped ions; secondly, the critical value Lji/R is found

to be in the range 0.1 - 0.15 rather than 0.3. Ion modes appear to be more stable than



commonly admitted and the previously quoted experimental profiles " are near marginal

stability rather than in the unstable domain.
The principal driving mechanisms are detailed in section II and are compared in

section in to numerical calculations involving the full plasma response.

II. PRINCIPAL DRIVING MECHANISMS
Within the frame of the ballooning formalism, an ion mode can be described by an

electrostatic potential
•too

SU (r, 9, (p,t) = ]£ U(r - rm+v) expi (mp + (m+v)9 + v5 - iort) + c.c.
V=-oo

where 8 is the ballooning angle and rp is the radius of the n,p resonant surface defined by

n+p/q(rp)=0. Considering only one ion species, the self consistency is expressed through

the quasi-neutrality constraint

The exact calculation of the plasma response is described in the reference11 and has been

implemented in the code TORRID. In this section, we use simplified expressions so as to

underlie the principal mechanisms. In a first approach, the plasma response is restricted to

the most unstable case of ballooned modes ,i.e. Kd<l, where K is the average radial wave

vector and d=-l/(n dq/dr) is the distance between two adjacent resonant surfaces. Only

deeply trapped ions are considered (bounce poloidal angle 6o<l) and the mode frequency is

supposed to be smaller than the bounce frequency. Electron response is adiabatic and the

stability is investigated near a reference resonant surface r=rm. The quasi-electroneutrality

constraint is then

-/¥< ^h-Jo ̂  I <!S-exp|iii5-6| JoF^IÛM ) =0(1)iCD-ncOd + ie

where x=r-rm, eod is the precession frequency of deeply trapped ions

Ti ^

and depends weakly on the bounce angle,

k/*X'~Rr"q(r)| qRd
is the parallel wave vector,



is the ion diamagnetic frequency. For circulating ions, cog must be understood as an operator

O)8(K)

quency. For circulating ions, cog must be understo

= (Dg1 P^ + V2I { cos(Kd-S) + Kd s sin(Kd-ô) }
\ vf /

where K=-i d/dr, s=rdq/qdr is the magnetic shear. The first bracket in Eq. (5) is a

Maxwellian average over the parallel and perpendicular velocities v// and vj_, v; = V 2Tj/mi

and pi are thermal velocity and Larmor radius. For trapped ions, the bracket is an average

over the energy and bounce angle. For these ions, the ion Larmor radius and banana width

effects have been discarded. This is valid if the mode scale 1/K is larger than the thermal

banana width 8bi=qpi/V2r/R. As explained in Appendix, the integral form of the trapped ion

response is due to the toroidal coupling (see Eq. A2). This feature will be seen to be

essential, as it allows the existence of large scale modes. If K8bi>l, the toroidal coupling is

not essential and the trapped ion bracket in (1) is replaced by (see Eq. (Al))

. u(x)
CD - nCÛd + 16 T4 d / t r a p , (3)

By analysing Eq. (1), it appears that the circulating ion contribution is dominant if the

transit frequency k//v// is smaller than Max(co,a>gi). The radial varying value of k// depends

of course on the exact structure of the mode, which can only be obtained at marginality by a

numerical calculation. However, it is possible to classify the principal instabilities without

calculating accurately the thresholds.

A. Circulating ion driven mode
Marginal modes can exhibit a radial propagative structure for large values of k//,

a feature which makes very difficult to find the thresholds T)J and Ln/R. A WKB analysis
12 13' of marginal modes shows that for Tli>0, they correspond to very low frequencies, for

which the condition k//v//, o)gi< co may not be satisfied. In this case, only a numerical

calculation allows to discriminate the effects of circulating and trapped particles. It will be

seen in §HI that the latter are dominant for T|i>0. However, Eq. (6) predicts the existence of

unstable modes, whose radial structures are localized, i.e. with a finite radial scale

XM=K" =k^ and parallel wave vector k//(xvi). Such modes, which are discussed below, can

be numerically found inside the marginal boundary. Considering the "fluid" limit

a development with respect to these small parameters in Eq. (1) provides for T6=Tj the
14 9equation '



Itefu - ̂ Pi-O+ Ki. M + CO^ U
2 \ co / 2 I co cû-co*--û>ï»/

for outside ballooned modes ( Kd :£ 1,5 = O). Neglecting to simplify the ke contribution in
ki, the differential equation (5) leads to solutions behaving as exp^-x2/2xM^ characterized
by a dispersion relation

JSL/JBL+I \

COnilcO*; J / . : s \Lni

»ni (6)

and a scale XM determined by

Basically, two kinds of unstable modes are solutions of this dispersion relation: parallel
sound modes (or slab ion modes) in the case where s/q>l or equivalently

W2 *% <7>
and interchange-like modes (or toroidal modes), in the opposite situation.

a. Sound modes (s/q>l)
In this case, the condition (7) is verified and equation (6) may be easily analysed in two

cases

• Low frequencies co < COn j.

The dispersion relation (6) then leads to

The conditions (4), which reduce to k//vj<co, and the condition Kd<l are satisfied if TJj is
much larger than one. The condition uKCOni is equivalent to

ff<|^ (8)

This condition is compatible with Tjj»l for small values of L-n/R.

• Large frequencies co > co ..

Then

Cu =

The condition CuXanJ is equivalent to



RI s R
which is the opposite of condition (8). Again, the constraint (4) implies that Ljj/R must be

smaller than one. The computation shows indeed sound modes at very small values of

Lii/R.

b. Interchange mode (s/q<l)
This corresponds to the case where

(ta)2 « ^sL
v W ' CO

leading to the dispersion relation
(B2 + O) o4 + CO î COgi = O (9)

The mode is unstable if

R (10)

which is reminiscent of the classical interchange threshold. Above this threshold, the

instability frequency is

and the fluid approximation constraint (4), i.e. Cug,<co in this case, is fulfilled if L-n/R is

smaller than one.

B. Trapped ion driven modes
The quasi-neutrality equation (1) becomes

*O)-(Oi
TrJo

Box
v d (

+«.

**
OO

U(x')

(12)
for outside ballooned modes (5=0), 9m is a cut-off angle. Again, the mode is destabilized by

an interchange like effect through the matching of the mode frequency to the particle

precession frequency. The imaginary part of (12) gives

The mode is therefore unstable if TI; > 2. or T|i < O. Since
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the real part of (12) is then
o>n

U(x')
(14)

For Ixkd, thé solution behaves typically as

and the threshold is

kl.
R

V^-L.
V R i . J i

Te

(15)

These trapped ion modes exhibit radial structures which are determined by toroidal coupling

with a typical radial scale of order d=-l/(n dq/dr). However, for scales d smaller than 851

(6"bi=qpi/V2r/R is the thermal ion banana width), the radial structure is determined by

Larmor radius and banana width effects, which can be studied by using expression (3). The

same constraint on t|j (rji<0 or Tji>2/3) l is obtained, but the radial scale is "\d5bj instead

of d. These effects are stabilizing since the critical thermal gradient is then determined by

which is smaller than Eq. (15). The maximum of L/r/j/R corresponds therefore to the

situation 5bi«d, i.e. to small values of the toroidal number n

The critical thermal gradient (15) decreases with the number of trapped ions and with the

ratio T/Te. The stability diagram corresponding to (13) and (15) is given in Fig. 1. It will be

seen in the next section that trapped ion modes determine indeed the marginal boundary for

T)j>0. However, the threshold Ljj/R is numerically found much smaller than the value given

by Eq. (15).

m. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The code TORRID11 is able to analyse electromagnetic modes in collisionless

regime, within the frame of the ballooning formalism, including circulating and trapped

particles. It takes account of all resonances, a feature which is essential for computing

accurate thresholds. The calculation is performed near a given magnetic surface, labelled by

its q value, in the actual magnetic equilibrium of the considered device. As an example,
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results of a JET discharge analysis (shot 15343, q=1.5, T6=T; = 1750 eV, B = 2.55 T at

Q=O, dq/d\|/=0.7) are given in this paper. A similar analysis has been achieved for

TORE SUPRA (shot 2811, q=1.5, Te =Tj = 1000 eV, B=2.5 T, dqAty=3.2). Once the

mode toroidal number n, frequency co = cor + iy, and ballooning angle 8 are given, the

stability is investigated in the space of parameters (Lpj/R JL^/R) defined by

^Hl1X)
where (Odi is the thermal precession frequency of deeply trapped ions (tùdi ~ 183 s*1 for the

JET shot and ffidi = 333 s-1 for TORE SUPRA). The marginal boundary for n=30, y=0

modes in TORE SUPRA is shown in Fig. 2. The same result for JET is shown in Fig. 3 for

two toroidal numbers : n = 30 for which the distance d between adjacent resonant surfaces

is much larger than the ion Larmor radius and the banana width 851, and n = 150 for which

d ~ Shi- This latter diagram can be commented as follows.

A. Marginal modes
Two distinct marginal branches (y=Im(co)=0) appear clearly : a small class of modes

which are in parallel resonance with circulating ions, and a main branch, which corresponds

to modes driven unstable by trapped ions for T|j>0 or by circulating ions through interchange

effects for Tji<0.

The modes in parallel resonance with circulating ions correspond to positive T)J values

of order one and high frequencies co/neodi > 5 and exhibit the expected oscillating radial

structures described in reference13. However, the marginal values of LTJ/R are found are of

order 10'2 (see Fig. 3). Therefore, these modes should be stable in Tokamaks.

The main marginal branch corresponds to low frequency (co ~ ncodi) ballooned modes

driven unstable at T|i>0 by trapped ions. In the plane of parameters L.Ti/R,Lni/R, the

marginal points lie on the line T|i=T|jr" (Tj?r'=2/3 for n = 30 and T|?r"=l for n = 150) for small

frequencies o < n<Mdi. At higher frequencies O) > no>di. they are located on a critical thermal

gradient line L/n/R = L^'/R. For n= 30, L^j'/R=0.17 but the value is lowered with

increasing toroidal numbers (L£j'/R=0.1 for n= 150 ) since the modes are stabilized by

banana width effects, as explained in §II.B. The most unstable modes correspond therefore

to low toroidal numbers and consequently to low frequencies (na>di=5.5 103 s*1 at n=30).

There exists however a limit at low frequencies corresponding to the stabilization by ion-ion

collisions16'17. It has been checked that these modes are actually driven by trapped ions by

switching off the contribution of circulating ions without changing the threshold. Moreover,

the link between l/r|, and (ù/nto^ is in agreement with the relation (13), as shown in Fig. 4.

Nevertheless, the relative influence of circulating ions increases with the ratio to/nto^,

since the number of resonant trapped ions decreases as exp-(co/ncodi). As expected from the

equation (13), for to/no&aj ^ 3/2, the sign of T|J becomes negative and, as it may be seen in

Fig. 3, marginal points are associated to hollow density profiles Lni/R<0, L,Ti/R=l4ï'/R-
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Increasing furthermore the ratio co/ncudi, the marginal points approximately lie on a line

TJ j=-r|'9r-. The role of circulating ions is then essential through interchange effect.

In summary, the thresholds in usual discharges (Ln,>0) are only determined by

trapped ion driven modes characterized by low frequencies and low wavenumbers. For

hollow density profiles, the modes are driven by circulating ions.

B. Radial structures
Concerning the radial structures of modes, an example of trapped ion driven mode is

given in Fig. 5 (co/ncudi=l, n=30, q=1.5, 8=0), showing a strong ballooning effect since

l9=Kd-Sl<7C. Within the frame of the ballooning formalism, this means that the mode is

localized near the equatorial plane. It has been checked that the most unstable modes are low

field side ballooned modes corresponding to 5=0. However, as indicated in Fig. 6, the

thresholds vary weakly with S for low n numbers, whereas only strongly outside ballooned

modes exist for larger values of n. This ballooned structure progressively disappears when

the frequency increases, i.e., when the influence of circulating ions increases. An example

of marginal interchange mode driven by circulating ions is given in Fig. 7. Though the mode

is essentially destabilized by interchange effect, parallel Landau resonances play a role in the

wings of eigenmodes.

C. Unstable modes

Though the turbulence thresholds are determined by marginal modes, it is interesting

to investigate the unstable modes. This is performed by following continuously a mode and

the associated thresholds Lni/R, Lji/R by increasing the relative growth rate y/CDr from O to 1

at fixed frequency real part cor. The radial structures of trapped ion driven modes are not

much affected during this process (the value of L/n/R is typically divided by 2 when y/cor

goes from O to 1). On the contrary, a marginal mode driven by circulating ions and

corresponding to hollow density profiles is strongly modified when y/<or is increased. Its

poloidal structure becomes more and more ballooned and the threshold Lni/R changes its

sign as shown in Fig. 8. This mode corresponds to an interchange-like mode driven by

circulating ions, as described in §II.A.b. In this case, the fluid approximation is relevant.

Interchange modes can therefore exist in usual discharges with a radially decreasing density.

They require however very small values of Lxi/R which are generally not achieved in

Yokamaks. The use of fluid theory is therefore questionable for usual Tokamak discharges.

IV. CONCLUSION

A numerical analysis of ionic turbulence allows to find the principal modes predicted

by analytic calculations. The boundary of the instability domain at rjj>0 corresponds to

trapped ion modes. These modes are characterized by ballooned structures, phase velocities

co/n of order of the ion precession frequency and large scales, a feature which make them
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particularly dangerous for the confinement. The temperature gradient thresholds LnTR are in

the range 0.1*0.15 (for T6=T;). Those values are at least twice smaller than the thresholds
U IQ

commonly admitted . In most of the large device discharges, the bulk density profile is

very flat (Lni/R>0.5) and the temperature gradient length L-n/R is of order 0.1-KX3. Most of

discharges should be therefore stable or marginally stable. The question of the non linear

behaviour of such modes then arises, especially concerning the persistency of their

ballooned structures.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of a mode bounce average in two different cases
The trajectory equations of deeply trapped particles (0o« 1 ) in a cylindrical equilibrium are

9 = 0o costyz
(p = <)>3 + q(r) GO sin(|>2
r = r - Sb QO sin<)>2
v/i = -qRo>b 00 sin<|>2

with

- =cod ; - = cob.

Single helicity
8U = U(r-rm) exp i(m0 + nq> - cot)

By introducing the Fourier transform U of 0, 8U can be written as
+00

SU = U(K) exp i { -K8b0osin<|>2 + (nq(r)+m)0ocos<|>2 +n<j>3 -cot + Kx } ,

so that the bounce average of SU is
27C +«

Jlf5U= JfI Jo(e0^(KSb)2 + ̂ j2 j U(K) exp i{n<j>3 -cot + Kx}
V _^A

or

ff? 1 O(x) exp i{ n<t>3 -cot } (Al)J^SU = ,

where JQ must be understood as an operator (K=-i d/dr)

Multiple helicity within the frame of the ballooning formalism.
+00

SU = ^,Ofr-rm+v) exp i{ (m+v)0 + vS+ n<p - Wt}
V=-oo

If the mode scale is larger then the banana width Sb, i.e. KSb<l, then
+00

Jf U(K) exp l{ (X-Vd)(K - 9°COS
d*2*5) H- X| + 0*3 - cot }

+00

V=-oo -o

which can be written



+00

k=-~

12
+00

JdK U(K) exp if |(8+2kîi) + n(j>3 - tot! 8(0Q tosfo + 8 + 2krc - Kd).
-OO

This sum can be restricted to the k=0 term for a ballooned mode (Kd<l) so that the bounce
average of SU is

2jc
d02aTT fdta-s sv - y OT

or
2Jl f +«

<A2>.

Note that the previous local expression with respect to O (eq. Al) is replaced by an integral
term in expression A2.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Schematic stability diagram for trapped ion driven modes determined by Eq. (13) and
(15).

Fig. 2: Marginal stability diagram (LTi/R,Lni/R) for ion modes in the TORE SUPRA case
for n=30.

Fig. 3 : Marginal stability diagram (Lxi/R,Lni/R) for ion modes in the JET case. Circles
correspond to modes in parallel resonance with circulating ions, dots and diamonds are
modes of the main branch for n = 150 and n = 30 respectively. Some values of co/n(Bdi

(squares) are indicated. The dashed line is a fit of the results. Note the difference between
the numerical critical thermal gradient and the estimated value Ve/2=0.35.

Fig. 4: Marginal curve of 1/TJi as a function of co/ncoji (eodi is the thermal precession
frequency of trapped ions) for n = 30 (diamonds) and n = 150 (dots). The dashed line
corresponds to the equation (13): û>/nû)<ji = 1.5 - l/ty.

Fig. 5: Radial profile and spectrum for a marginal mode driven by trapped ions. The
parameters are to = noo<jj = 5.5 10^ S'1., n=30, 8=0. The variable 0 is 0 = Kd - 5, where K
is the radial wave vector. Note that d = - l/(n dq/dy) is a flux (the 0 average of |v\y| is of
order 2 for this shot). The full (dashed) line indicates the real (imaginary) part of the electric
potential.

Fig. 6: Marginal threshold L/n/R as fonction of the ballooning angle 5 for n=30 (diamonds)
and n=150 (dots).

Fig. 7: Radial profile and spectrum for a marginal mode driven by circulating ions. The
parameters are co = 5no>di = 1.35 10s s'1, n=150, 8=0. Same conventions as for Fig. 5.

Fig. 8: The dots give the marginal stability diagram in the plane (to^/lcol.ûij.j/lû)!) for a
toroidal number n=150 (JET shot 15343,no)di=2.7104s-l) and different frequencies (Y=O).
The stars give the evolution of a mode at fixed real part of frequency, <Br=5no)dj, when the
relative growth rate y/oar increases from O to 1 with a 0.25 step. Note that eo*j/leo| (and T\\ )
crosses the zero line when Y/CDr=0.5.
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